
Background Eraser Photo Editor 
 

 

“Background Eraser Photo Editor” is a photo-cutting app that allows you to auto-
remove backgrounds, change backgrounds, and save a PNG image. App for cutting 
pictures and making a picture's background transparent. AI cartoon effect, Remove 
BG Cutout Editor, Colorize, photoshop and face editor.  
 

 

     

 

 

 

features  : 

* AI Avtar Auto Mode 

- AI Photo Editor recognizes pictures well with people, animals, plants and 

more. 

- Just select the photo, advanced AI tool will cut out the object perfectly in 

single click 

- No need to erase complicate backgrounds awkwardly bit by bit with fingers 

 

* Manual Mode 

- Quickly outline the object on your photo you want to cut 

- Erase and repair the cutout picture easily 

 

* 3D Photo Editor 

- 3D Special Effect Photo Editor contains lot of designed frames which blends 

on your photo to generate a 3D Effect. 

- Photo editing app and caricature maker, anime picture editor, fun cartoon app 

 

Download now 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=photocreation.camera.blurcamera


* NeonArt Photo Editor & Effects 

- Neon Photo Editing App & Picture editor: Background changer, superb pic 

filters 

 

* Photo Editor 

- you don't need a pro photo editor to add some style to your images with 

various photo filters such as Black&White, Neon Glow, Oil Painting and many 

others. 

- Photo editing app and caricature maker, anime picture editor, fun cartoon 

app. 

 

* Background remover 

- This is an easy-to-use background remover app that helps you to remove 

backgrounds from photos and make PNG in one second. Its advanced AI cutout 

tool will cut out your picture automatically. 

 

* Background photo editor 

- Want to change background for your photo? Try this png maker to remove 

background from photos at first then you can change the background you like 

for it. There are more than 100 HD/4K pictures for you to change backgrounds. 

 

* Cutout photo editor 

- Use this advanced cutout photo editor, erase background perfectly with this 

png maker. It is also a background photo editor and nature photo editor 

designed for you to make artworks easily and quickly. 

 

Permissions that we use: 

- To remove background from photos and make transparent background, 

Background Eraser needs the “Storage” permission to access photos and files 

on your device. 



- To capture photos and erase background, Background Eraser needs the 

“Camera” permission to take pictures. 

 

Background Eraser deserves your try right away. It is a convenient png maker 

and background remover that erase background, make transparent background 

for you. If you have any problems or suggestions, feel free to let us know.  

 

 


